AWWA Grooved Piping Method

Pipe of AWWA dimensions can be joined quickly and easily with the Victaulic grooved piping method. Victaulic products and recommendations conform to ANSI/AWWA C-606, Standard for Grooved and Shouldered Type Joints and CSA 242 M1980.

The groove configuration for ductile (cast) pipe includes a large radius, eliminating sharp corners and stress concentration. This provides stronger beam load capability and higher working pressures for radius grooved systems than available with conventional flanged systems.

**FlushSeal® Gasket**

The FlushSeal® gasket is designed specifically to seal on ductile iron pipe surfaces. It provides a triple-seal to assure leak-free service for the life of the system.

1. Stretching the Victaulic gasket over pipe ends puts the angular lips in immediate and automatic sealing tension.
2. Gasket center leg is compressed over pipe ends as coupling is assembled.
3. Line pressure automatically strengthens the seal by acting internally on the gasket lips – the higher the pressure, the tighter the seal.

**Rigid or Flexible Grooving**

Grooving can be done quickly and easily in the field or shop. Standard “Rigid” radius grooving provides the ease of grooved pipe assembly in a rigid joint. The design of the groove and Victaulic coupling draws the pipe ends into contact as the coupling is tightened.

Where flexibility is desirable, “flexible” radius groove dimensions should be used. Flexible grooving provides the added advantages of expansion, contraction and deflection. This is useful to accommodate movement from thermal changes, settling, seismic effect or other causes.
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*Exaggerated for clarity*
### Victaulic System Eliminates Alignment Problems

#### Victaulic
**Rotates for Alignment**
- Grooved piping can pass through wall sleeves
- Special design considerations eliminated
- Compression type couplings not required

#### Flanged
**Must be “two holed”**
- Require special design considerations
- Flanging must be made-on loose or have coupling adapter added to pass through a wall sleeve

#### Victaulic
**54” Typical**
- No two-holing required
- No space needed for bolts
- 1/3 the weight of flanged systems
- Number of bolts greatly reduced

#### Flanged
**54” Typical**
- Two-holing required
- Side space needed for bolts
- Heavier, more costly to install
- More bolts, longer installation time

---

This product shall be manufactured by Victaulic Company. All products to be installed in accordance with current Victaulic installation/assembly instructions. Victaulic reserves the right to change product specifications, designs and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligations.